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THE IMMORTAL THRACIANS.  
GRAVES DISAPPEARANCE AT THE END OF THE 
IRON AGE IN THE CARPATHO-DANUBIAN AREA1

LUCA-PAUL PUPEZĂ

Abstract: Over 3000 graves were discovered in the Thracian Carpatho‑Danubian area 
of the 5th–3rd centuries BC, while only approximately 100 graves dating to the 2nd century BC 

– 1st century AD were identified. For the period of the maximum development of the Dacian 
Kingdom, in the 1st century AD, grave finds do not exceed 20. The disappearance of the tradi‑
tional graves, namely pit cremation graves with urn and lid, may be the result of the shift in the 
archaeological research towards habitat and fortification elements. However, the graves’ disap‑
pearance is rather a real historical phenomenon, the result of a radical change of the funerary 
behaviour.
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Rezumat: În spaţiul tracic carpato‑danubian, pentru secolele V – III a. Chr. s‑au găsit 
peste 3000 de morminte, în timp ce pentru secolele II a. Chr. – I p. Chr. s‑au descoperit circa 
100 de morminte. Pentru perioada de maximă dezvoltare a Regatului Dac, în secolul I p. Chr. 
descoperirile nu depăşesc 20 de morminte. Dispariţia mormintelor tradiţionale, de incineraţie 
în groapă cu urnă şi capac, poate fi rezultatul orientării cercetării arheologice spre elementele 
de habitat şi fortificaţii. Dar, mai degrabă dispariţia mormintelor reprezintă un fenomen istoric 
real, rezultat al unei schimbări radicale a comportamentului funerar.

Cuvinte cheie: daci; morminte; temple; fortificaţii.

“But before he came to the Ister he conquered first the Getai, 
who make themselves immortal […]. And their belief in 
immortality is of this kind, that is to say, they hold that 
they do not die, but that he who is killed goes to Salmoxis”2.

The paragraph in Herodotus, beside other similar ancient information, shaped 
a complex image of the immortality of the Thracians, either called the Getae, Moesi, 
Odrisi or Dacians. The archaeological finds dated to the end of the Late Iron Age 
seem to “confirm” Herodotus’s accounts. By the end of the 2nd century BC, in the 
Thracian territories by the Danube and the Carpathians, as the number of settlements 
increased, the traditional graves, most of them pit cremations with urn and lid, seemed 
to disappear. Only an immortal population leaves no trace in the graves; the Thracians 

“became immortal”.
Obviously, the association between the two phenomena is apparent. However, 

tackled separately, the two phenomena are as real as they can get. The Thracians’ 

1 The topic was partially discussed in Pupeză 2012a, 373–382.
2 Herod. IV, 93–95, see the interpretation of the text in Dana 2011, 67–68.
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immortality was a thoroughly analysed subject, the major interest of the ancient 
authors being equalled by that of the modern authors3. By contrast, the phenome‑
non of the disappearance of the traditional graves was rather statistically noted than 
interpreted4.

Traditional graves
The Thracians in the Carpatho‑Danubian region practiced the cremation rite 

during the entire Iron Age. In the peculiar case of the Late Iron Age, cremation graves 
represent approximately 90% of the total discovered graves. For the 5th–3rd centuries 
BC there were identified over 3000 local graves, the majority clustering in the area of 
the lower Danube. The graves are both flat and tumulus type isolated or grouped in 
cemeteries. The great majority have the cremation remains placed in urns of specific 
shapes, some lidded, the deposition of the bones directly in the pit being rare. In gen‑
eral, bones are few, not mixed with ash or charcoal. Except for the urn and lid, other 
deposited vessels are rare. The meat offering is missing almost entirely5.

In the case of the local graves of the 2nd century BC – 1st century AD, cremation 
remains the predominant rite, exceptions being rare. The great majority of the graves 
are flat, rarely grouped in cemeteries6, most being isolated. Cremation remains are 
most often placed in an urn which no longer has a specific shape, common wares 
being used instead (biconical vessels, pots, bell‑shaped vessels, cups, bowls). Grave 
inventories are modest, being composed of pottery and, rarely, metal objects, brooches 
or weapons7.

The great quantity of graves during the 5th–3rd centuries BC is no longer found 
after mid 2nd century BC, the graves dated to the 2nd century BC – 1st century AD 
being around 1008. Most of them were located in the south‑east area of the Carpatho‑
Danubian region (Oltenia, Banat, south Transylvania, east Muntenia) and belonged 
to group Padea – Panagjurski Kolonii. The graves north the Danube belonging to this 
group were framed into the second half of the 2nd century BC – first half of the 1st 
century BC. The predominant funerary rite within these archaeological features was 
cremation, most often the cremation remains being placed directly in the pit. South 
the Danube, appear flat graves and tumuli, inhumation graves being very rare, while 
north the Danube the flat cremation graves are the only ones found. The funerary 
inventory consisted of pottery, long swords, daggers and belt chains of Celtic type, 
curved knives and horse bite of Thracian type. The origin of this group, either Celtic 
or Thracian remains uncertain9.

3 Petre 2004; Dana 2008.
4 Crişan 1986; Babeş 1988; Sîrbu 1993; Spânu 2002.
5 Sârbu 1993, 41–42; Sîrbu, Florea 1997, 41–43.
6 The cemetery at Zimnicea is different by both the long time of existence, the 4th–2nd centuries BC as 

well as its extensive use, with over 170 identified graves (cf. Alexandrescu 1980).
7 Sârbu 1993, 39–40.
8 Sârbu 1993, 39–40.
9 Wozniak 1974, 74–138; Sîrbu 1993, 24–26, 77–79; Sîrbu, Rustoiu 1999, 77–91; Rustoiu, Comşa 

2004, 267–276; Rustoiu 2005, 109–119; Sîrbu, Arsănescu 2006, 163–186.
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Foreign graves
Inhumation graves are specific to the Scythian group (Ciumbrud group) of the 

6th–5th centuries BC within the Carpathian Arch, however the burial rite would gradu‑
ally change to a rite of pit cremation10. Funerary finds subsequent to the Scythians 
and just prior the Celtic presence are few, being broadly dated to the 5th–4th centuries 
BC11. Any connection between these finds and the Scythian group from Transylvania 
is difficult to make. This could be related to the state of research or to the correlation 
of the late chronologies of the Early Iron Age and those of the Late Iron Age. West 
the Carpathians (Partium), funerary finds previous to the Celts are rather numerous. 
Graves dated to the 5th–4th centuries BC belong to Vekerzug culture, the north‑west 
area, characterised by urn cremation graves being assigned to group Sanislău – Nir12.

In the east of the Carpathian Basin (Transylvania, Banat, Crişana and Maramureş) 
there were found around 500 graves assigned to the Celts, dated to the 4th–2nd centu‑
ries BC13. The great majority of the graves come from cemeteries14, however, most 
sites with finds are isolate or incidental15. Over 60% of the graves are of pit crema‑
tions, 5–6% are urn cremations, the rest being of inhumation16. Grave inventories are 
relatively rich consisting of pottery, jewellery or weapons, frequently accompanied by 
meat offerings.

East the Carpathians (Moldavia) were found around 400 graves belonging to the 
Bastarnae, dated by the end of the 3rd century BC until early 1st century BC. The great 
majority of the graves come from cemeteries17, those from isolate finds being few. 
The funerary rite was almost exclusively the cremation, the cremation remains being 
placed most often in urns. In the majority of cases, the funerary urn was a pot covered 
with bowls as lids. The funerary inventory, most often burnt, can also contain jewellery, 
rarely tools and seldom weapons or pots other than the urn and lid18.

The disappearance of the traditional graves
The statistical difference amongst the funerary finds in the Carpatho‑Danubian 

area is eloquent. For the 5th–3rd centuries BC over 3000 graves were found, while for 
the 2nd century BC – 1st century AD there were found ca. 100 graves. Most late graves 
come from peripheral areas, from cemeteries dated broadly to the 4th–2nd centuries BC 
or from finds belonging to group Padea – Panagjurski Kolonii of the 2nd – first half 
of the 1st century BC. Therefore, for the period of the 1st century AD, in the entire 

10 Vulpe 1970, 198–203; Vasiliev 1980, 136.
11 Ocna Sibiului (cf. Rustoiu, Berecki 2012, 161–181), Olteni (cf. Cavruc, Buzea 2005, 121–154; Sîrbu, 

Cavruc, Buzea 2008, 191–228) or Săvârşin (cf. Barbu, Hügel 1997, 91–92).
12 Németi 1978, 36–37; Curtuişeni (cf. Nanasi 1969, 85–90), Ghenci (cf. Németi 1999, 64–70), Porţ 

(Bejinariu, Pop 2008, 35–46) or Sanislău (Németi 1972, 121–149; Németi 1982, 115–144).
13 Dietrich, Dietrich 2006, 20–22.
14 Apahida – 50 graves (cf. Crişan 1971, 37–70; Zirra 1976, 129–166), Ciumeşti – 35 graves (cf. Crişan 

1966; Zirra 1967); Fântânele – 100 graves (cf. Dănilă 1978, 267–276), Pişcolt – 185 graves (cf. Németi 
1987, 49–74; Németi 1989, 75–114; Németi 1992, 59–112; Zirra 1997, 87–137).

15 Berecki 2006, 66–71.
16 Berecki 2006, 54–56; Dietrich, Dietrich 2006, 9–56.
17 Boroşeşti – 150 graves, Lukaşevka – 21 graves or Poieneşti – 152 graves (cf. Babeş 1993, 32–52).
18 Babeş 1993, 32–52.
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Carpatho‑Danubian area there were found around 20 local graves19. The reduction/
disappearance of the traditional graves is the more striking as, after mid 2nd century 
BC, there is a significant increase in the numbers of the settlements during the Dacian 
Kingdom20.

The first hypothesis that would explain this rather paradoxical situation is that 
of an incipient stage of the archaeological research. The archaeology of the Early Iron 
Age and beginning of the Late Iron Age in the Carpatho‑Dunubian region is focused 
on funerary finds. For the 1st century BC – 1st century AD, archaeology is focused on 
habitat, especially on the Dacian fortified centres. Such a shift in the research orienta‑
tion could cause the “disappearance” of the graves amongst the finds. Nonetheless, the 
mapping of a site with finds does not depend on the systematic archaeological research 
only, but also on fortunate finds, illegal excavations or surface researches. The nature 
of the archaeological research may determine the number of excavated sites however 
not the number of identified sites. Or, for the period of the 1st century BC – 1st century 
AD, not only the archaeological sites with investigated funerary complexes are lacking 
but also those identified.

In the capital area of the Dacian Kingodm, systematic archaeological research, 
fortunate finds, surface researches, illegal or dilettante excavations have been per‑
formed for over 300 years. However, until present day, the area of over 200  km2, 
extensively populated in Antiquity did not yield any certain grave21. In fact, for the 
2nd century BC – 1st century AD, in the entire area of the Mid course of Mureş river 
were identified very few points with funerary finds, while the identified settlements 
are over 100 in number22. Among the funerary finds, most seem to belong to group 
Padea – Panagjurski Kolonii and do not exceed the 1st century BC; the single later find 
is of a special nature, namely the inhumation of infants23.

Circumstances are not specific to only the area of the Dacian Kingdom capital. 
Another archaeologically well documented area is that lying north‑west the Carpatho‑
Danubian area, in the Silvania Depression. For the period of the 2nd century BC – 1st 
century AD, the number of identified settlements is of ca. 60, and only a single grave, 
otherwise uncertain being found24.

Hence, for the Carpatho‑Danubian area, the incipient stage of the research 
cannot provide but a partial or superficial explanation of the traditional graves dis‑
appearance amongst the finds. This is rather a real historical phenomenon, a radical 
change in the funerary beliefs of the Thracians. The nature of such change and espe‑
cially the novel burial forms are difficult to identify archaeologically.

Temples, fortifications and graves – divergent elements?
The change in the funerary mindset occurring most likely by the end of the 2nd 

century BC takes place almost concurrently with the emergence of the first structures 

19 Sîrbu 1993, 39–40.
20 Daicoviciu 1972; Crişan 1975.
21 Likely a single grave, at Costeşti‑Cetăţuie (cf. Glodariu et alii 1998, 78; Gheorghiu 2005, 208).
22 Gheorghiu 2005. 
23 Sîrbu, Luca, Roman 2007, 155–179.
24 Pop, Pupeză 2006, 183–212.
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of the Dacian Kingdom. Once with the end of the Kingdom and the establishment 
of the Roman province of Dacia, by early 2nd century AD, traditional local graves 
resurface, over 1000 being identified with most certainty. Local cremation cemeteries, 
containing over 2000 graves, resurface in the 2nd–4th centuries AD also in territories 
that originally belonged to the Dacian Kingdom yet which the Romans did not con‑
trol25. At first sight, the funerary changes seem to be related to those political‑military 
which led to the emergence and then dissolution of the Dacian Kingdom. 

Even though one may not speak of a central structure in the modern meaning of 
the word, the control exercised from the Kingdom capital must have had a powerful 
echo in the organisation of the religious life. As the capital Sarmizegetusa reinforced 
its position compared to the other centres in the Carpatho‑Danubian area, the num‑
ber of traditional graves suddenly decreased in the 1st century AD, the most being 
found in peripheral areas. Funerary changes seem to have a reversed evolution com‑
pared to the other religious contemporary phenomenon: the construction of the first 
temples. Temples appear in the Carpatho‑Danubian area by the end of the 2nd century 
BC or early 1st century BC and would disappear by early 2nd century AD, once with the 
Roman conquest and dissolution of the political and religious control of the centre at 
Sarmizegetusa. Noticeably, by early 2nd century AD, temples disappear even from the 
Dacian territories where the Romans exercised no control26.

The emergence (end of the 2nd century BC)/disappearance (early 2nd century AD) 
of the temples and the disappearance (end of the 2nd century BC)/emergence (early 
2nd century AD) of the traditional graves could be part of the same phenomenon. Once 
with the establishment of the Kingdom, past the political, military or economic aspects 
of this process, there might have occurred a religious reorganisation. The hypothesis of 
a religious reform initiated by Deceneus, according to some paragraphs in the ancient 
authors27, seems to provide an explanation to this effect28, however, for the lack of 
archaeological arguments, it is not yet sound enough29. According to today’s research, 
there is a chronology difference between the two phenomena: the graves’ disappear‑
ance seems to be a phenomenon that commenced previous (end of the 2nd century BC) 
the aggregation of the Dacian Kingdom (first half of the 1st century BC).

Another phenomenon evolving symmetrically with the funerary one is the emer‑
gence of the fortifications. The novel significance assigned to the fortifications erected 
after the end of the 2nd century BC seems to have led to a mindset change in the funer‑
ary customs. In the Celtic world, prior the emergence of the fortified centres of oppida 
type, cemeteries were large, community cemeteries, so that later they would be rather 
small, family cemeteries. It is a sign of fragmented society, somewhat in contrast with 
the emergence of the fortified centres which seem to gather political, economic and 
religious resources30. Cases when Celtic cemeteries appear near oppida are few and 
almost never inside the fortified area, regardless the surface they covered, sometime of 

25 Protase 1971; Bichir 1973; Sîrbu 1993, 26–27, 42–45.
26 Florea, Pupeză 2008, 297–332.
27 Iord. Get. LXXI.
28 Lica 1980, 177–182; Babeş 1988, 3–31.
29 Florea 2007, 99–105.
30 Hatt 1956; Collis 1975; Fichtl 2000; Buchschenschutz 2007.
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tens of hectares, or the inhabitancy density, sometimes very small, which would have 
allowed the use of the area as burial site31.

Past their political and military importance, fortifications were invested with 
other attributes too. Fortifications are most often rather the expression of peace and 
prosperity than of troubles of any sort32. Mobilising the constructional effort, organ‑
ising and developing the works for the erection of the Dacian fortifications were 
impossible if at war, insomuch as gathering resources for such ample projects may take 
place only in the absence of immediate military pressure33. The Dacian fortifications 
may also be regarded as transposition into practice of an elite ideology. According to 
a simplified definition, ideology is a system of ideas that make sense of the world. In 
order to serve as power source, ideology must be controlled. Materialising ideology 
in tangible and visible forms, monuments, objects or ceremonies, may provide such 
control34. The public monuments are a good example to this effect since they convey 
to a large number of individuals a simple message: power, safety, wealth35. Therefore, 
the fortifications seem to convey such a symbolic message36. The location of fortifica‑
tions in visible places, near access roads, amplifies this message. The purpose of such 
location may be that of overseeing a close area, but also that of being seen from such 
area37.

The graves represent an image of the society of the living, which is most often dis‑
torted compared to reality. The deceased do not bury themselves, but are placed in the 
pit by the members of a community, the burial being an event organized by the living 
for the living. In fact, the burial is less of the dead and more of the death impact on the 
living. The image of the deceased, as he/she appears in the grave, does not mirror his/
her life but the way he/she was seen in the community38. Once with the emergence 
of the fortified centres, of a new elite and new hierarchy, the social system prior to 
their emergence must have suffered changes. Views regarding the prestige, standing 
or authority, basic elements in outlining an image within a community, shifted.

Regardless the inventory of the traditional graves, they mirror in one way or 
another prestige, standing or authority of the deceased. Prior the emergence of the 
fortified centres and, at some point, of the kingdom structures, prestige, standing and 
authority had a rather more personal nature, with multiple symbolic connotations39. 
In the novel context, they lose their personal feature, being related to a novel collec‑
tive power notion, established around the fortified centres and kingdom “institutions”. 
All these changes might have generated a new view of the burial, which loses it cen‑
tral role in the community life, being replaced by other means of expressing prestige, 
standing or authority40 (jewellery, stone tower‑houses and hierarchical ranks).

31 Fichtl 2000, 135–137.
32 Daubigney 2002, 371.
33 Florea 2011, 126.
34 Butters, Demarais, Earle 1996, 4–6.
35 Trigger 1990, 119–132.
36 Fichtl 2005, 70. 
37 Pupeză 2012b, 81–85.
38 Parker‑Pearson 1999, 3–20; Hakenbeck 2004, 1–6; McCarthy 2004, 25–39.
39 Fried 1967; Berreman 1981; Henrich, Gil‑White 2001, 165–196; Ames 2009, 488.
40 Egri 2012, 509.
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The emergence of both the temples and fortifications by the end of the 2nd century 
BC within the broader frame of the establishment of kingdom institutions may have 
resulted in the disappearance of the traditional graves in the Carpatho‑Danubian area. 
Likely not accidentally, there existed a very close connection between the construc‑
tion of the fortifications and the emergence of the temples41: most temples in the 
Carpatho‑Danubian area by the end of the second Iron Age emerged within fortified 
settlements.

Graves with no archaeological traces
Traditional burials disappear starting with the end of the 2nd century BC, none‑

theless, the novel view towards the deceased is difficult to identify archaeologically. 
The few identified graves of the 1st century BC – 1st century AD, preserve cremation 
as funerary rite. Despite the disappearance of pits and urns, very likely cremation 
remained the dominant rite in this period, however the way that cinerary remains 
were treated changed. It is possible that cinerary remains had been placed in waters 
or thrown into the air, practices difficult to identify archaeologically42. In the event of 
such practices, the single archaeological traces may be supplied by the places where 
the bodies were burnt, however no complex of the type was identified with certainty 
until present43. It is not excluded that the place where the cremation remains were 
deposited was completely moved, like for instance in caves, areas less investigated by 
the Romanian archaeology44.

Another way that the body was handled does not necessarily require its burning. 
The discovery in various archaeological contexts of skeletons that seem mutilated or 
preserving only parts, may suggest there existed exposure/decomposition practices 
of the bodies45. Such archaeological features appear sporadically as early as the 4th 
century BC, being practiced in parallel with traditional burials. Their ratio amongst 
the finds does not change significantly from the 2nd century BC until the 2nd century 
AD, hence one may not argue that the possible exhibition/decomposition practices 
replaced traditional burials. Very likely, they are funerary practices that continue to be 
used even after the 2nd century BC, in the way they were also used previously.

A possible broader view
In terms of geographical diffusion, the disappearance of the traditional graves 

was not limited only to the Carpatho‑Danubian area. The southern Thracians between 
the Danube and the Balkans (Tribali, Odrisi, Moesi) also used cremation as dominant 
rite. Statistically, in these areas a decrease of the number of traditional graves during 
the 3rd century BC46 is noticeable, while later, during the 2nd century BC and in the 
period just prior the Roman conquest, were identified areas from where traditional 

41 Florea 2007, 102.
42 Sîrbu 1993, 40.
43 Such an ustrinum, likely at Conţeşti (cf. Vulpe, Popescu 1976, 217–226).
44 Boroneanţ 2000.
45 Sîrbu 1993, 31–34.
46 Măndescu 2010, 125–192.
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graves disappeared completely, although the settlements continue to be present in 
finds47.

By the end of the 2nd century BC, Celtic graves disappear from the Carpathian 
Basin while those belonging to the Bastarnae tribes are no longer found east the 
Carpathians. Hypotheses regarding the disappearance of the Celtic and Bastarnic 
graves are sensitively different from those regarding the disappearance/decrease of 
the Thracian traditional graves from the Carpatho‑Danubian area. The disappearance 
of the Bastarnic graves is closely connected to the disappearance of their settlements, 
which may be related to the Bastarnae attempt to massively cross south the Danube48 
by the end of the 1st century BC49. Assimilation by the natives, acculturation or depar‑
ture of the Celts are the most frequent invoked causes for the disappearance of the 
specific graves, the phenomenon being most often regarded as local50.

If in the case of the Bastarnae, the scenario is likely that of the mass depar‑
ture from the Carpatho‑Danubian area, the Celts’ situation seems to have been more 
complex. Once with the end of the 2nd century BC, the Celtic traditional graves in 
broad areas of Central Europe (Hungary, Austria, Switzerland, Slovakia, Bohemia 
and south Germany) decrease or disappear51. Furthermore, the phenomenon is also 
visible in Western Europe (northern half of France, south of Great Britain)52. The 
Celtic Central and West European society undergoes during the 2nd century BC a 
similar process of deep change like that Thracian in Eastern Europe. This is the time 
when fortified centres of oppida type appear, when the large community temples are 
built and the cremation rite is adopted on large scale53.

An alternate explanation of the phenomenon was that of the migration of the 
Celtic populations. Thus, it was supposed that the earliest graves from one area date 
the time when the Celts arrived, while the later funerary complexes date the time when 
they left. This arrival‑departure pattern seems to provide an explanation of the disap‑
pearance of the graves from one region, including the Carpathian Basin. However, 
seen in detail, this scenario has many flaws, which may be related or not to the early 
state of research: groups of populations and not entire populations are in movement, 
the archaeological disappearance from one area does not mean the appearance in 
another, the association settlement – cemetery represents rare cases, the connection 
between the number of graves and the effective control of the territory is difficult to 
make54. 

Past the possible similar causes leading to such a phenomenon in both the 
Thracian and the Celtic world, one may not entirely exclude the hypothesis that various 
influences were conveyed from one population to another in the funerary field. A unity 
element facilitating such changes is that of the funerary rite, both Celts and Thracians 

47 Ghetov 1980, 97–123.
48 Dio Cass. LI, 23–25.
49 Babeş 1993, 128–154.
50 Crişan 1966, 75–84; Zirra 1975, 47–63.
51 Filip 1961; Stahli 1977; Waldhauser 1979, 117–156; Szabó 1988; Drda, Rybova 1995; Sankot 2007, 

111–120.
52 Wilson 1981, 127–169; Baray 2004; Barral 2011.
53 Kruta 2000; Haselgrove 2006; Buchschenschutz 2007.
54 Rapin 2004, 21–36.
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cremating themselves by the end of the Late Iron Age. There is no identical funerary 
rite, the Celts preferring pit cremations, while the Thracians the urn cremations. How 
the Celts adopted cremation is a phenomenon not entirely known. The causes of the 
dominant rite change, from inhumation to cremation, were of either domestic nature, 
specific to the Celtic world, or subsequent to influences coming from the outside55. It 
is possible that behind these external influences stood precisely Thracian origin popu‑
lations, practicing cremation during Early Iron Age. The Celts entered in contact with 
the Thracians in the 5th century BC or in the 4th century BC in both the centre as well 
as the east of Europe. The first to adopt cremation at large scale are precisely the Celts 
in these contact areas, in the 4th–3rd centuries BC56.

One may not exclude either the hypothesis of a phenomenon of Mediterranean 
influence, from the Greek‑Roman world. The Greek influence of the 5th–3rd centu‑
ries BC was consistent in both the Celtic57 and the Thracian58 worlds. The funerary 
beliefs of the Greeks were dominated by cremation, funerary practices which resulted 
in the “disappearance” of the proper graves59 being also recorded. Such funerary 
practices may have well diffused from the Greek world into the Celtic or Thracian 
worlds. In what the Romans are concerned, they themselves adopted the cremation 
rite late, during the 2nd–1st centuries BC60. The rite shift is part of a more extensive 
process occurring in the Italian peninsula once with the 3rd century BC, generalising 
as well with populations outside the Etruscan or Latin worlds, like with the Ligurii61, 
Venetii62 or the Celts63 there.

Peculiar and general
The disappearance from the archaeological landscape of the traditional cremation 

graves is a phenomenon especially visible during the period of the Dacian Kingdom. 
The lack of funerary finds may be the result of a peculiar situation of the archaeological 
research focused almost exclusively on habitat and fortifications. However, the graves’ 
disappearance is more likely the result of a real historical phenomenon occurring in 
the Carpatho‑Danubian area, caused by a radical change of the funerary beliefs. Such 
change might have entailed the special handling of the cremation remains, which is not 
easily identified archaeologically. In the current state of the archaeological research, 
it is hard to establish if this was a local phenomenon, limited to the Thracian popula‑
tions by the Danube and the Carpathians, or if it was part of a general phenomenon, 
which included several populations of the Antiquity in the European area.

55 Brunaux 1996, 21.
56 Kruta 2000, 679.
57 Ellis 1997; Roure 2007.
58 Glodariu 1974; Ruscu 2002.
59 Kurtz, Boardman 1971; Morris 1992.
60 Toynbee 1996.
61 De Marinis, Spadea 2004.
62 Capuis 1993.
63 Kruta, Manfredi 2000.
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